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THE COACH
HOUSE
From Horses to
host space
WRITTEN BY KARISSA RAMSEY

While we are dedicated to maintaining traditions
and heritage here at Hessenland, we also are
motivated by innovation and repurposing. One of
the earliest transformations to take place at
Hessenland was of our Coach House space, all the
way back in 1998! Despite the changes, today’s
version of the Coach House still holds its original
charm and character that allow its 19th century
roots to shine through.

The 1998 transformation converted the original
Bedard Homestead barn into an elegantly rustic
event space. The barn was carefully stripped down
to its original foundation and restored with elegant
stone walls and exposed barn boards, along with a
couple of guest rooms, making it one of the most
unique wedding venues along Ontario’s West Coast.
All the original barn boards and stone were
repurposed and recycled into our current Coach
House!

Next Posting:
THE TASTING BAR
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The space is perfect for more
intimate gatherings or can
accommodate up to 180. The Coach
House and Hessenland are inclusive
and welcome every person that
walks through our doors with open
arms!

Originally, the coach house was a
smaller barn before renovations were
done to include a closed-in extension
that would allow for us to host
indoor wedding ceremonies, as well
as provide us with a kitchen space
with dishwashing equipment, walkin coolers, storage, and food prep
space.
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Our professional team works hard to
create full-service event packages to
ensure that every event held in our
gorgeous event space is stress-free
and memorable, not just for
weddings, but any event you may
wish to hold!

While we hold more than just
weddings, the Coach House event
space is best known here as our
wedding venue and is often booked
every weekend from May-October
with anywhere from 1-3 weddings,
each one just as carefully planned
and carried out just as perfectly as
the next.
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Along with being an event space, the
Coach House also holds two of our more
deluxe style rooms. Located above the
event area, the two Coach House suites
offer a more private stay away from
the main inn, with a queen-sized bed,
jacuzzi tub, private ensuite, personal
balcony, fireplace, coffee maker,
satellite TV, and access to our Inn’s
WIFI network.

As another perk, the suites have more
direct access to the beautiful sunset
tower and its views of the grounds, as
well as the amazing balcony view right
from the room itself! The suites are a
complimentary perk for the wedding
couple on their wedding night, or
perfect for a private stay with your
significant other!
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The Sunset Tower is quite the
popular proposal spot for Hessenland
visitors but is also a great place to
enjoy our Lake Huron sunsets, enjoy
a glass of wine, or get a birds-eye
view of the award-winning gardens
and vineyards. The twinkling lights
paired with the views make for an
experience comparable to no other!
Once you make the ascent it’s not a
space you want to leave! When
locking up the Hessenland grounds at
night it’s a spot I hope to have the
privilege of locking up myself!

The Tower used to be the silo of the
original barn before becoming our very
own Lake Huron lookout!

